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Abstract
We introduce phononic box crystals, namely arrays of adjoined perforated boxes, as a three-
dimensional prototype for an unusual class of subwavelength metamaterials based on directly
coupling resonating elements. In this case, when the holes coupling the boxes are small, we
create networks of Helmholtz resonators with nearest-neighbour interactions. We use matched
asymptotic expansions, in the small hole limit, to derive simple, yet asymptotically accurate,
discrete wave equations governing the pressure field. These network equations readily furnish
analytical dispersion relations for box arrays, slabs and crystals, that agree favourably with finite-
element simulations of the physical problem. Our results reveal that the entire acoustic branch
is uniformly squeezed into a subwavelength regime; consequently, phononic box crystals exhibit
nonlinear-dispersion effects (such as dynamic anisotropy) in a relatively wide band, as well as a
high effective refractive index in the long-wavelength limit. We also study the sound field produced
by sources placed within one of the boxes by comparing and contrasting monopole- with dipole-type
forcing; for the former the pressure field is asymptotically enhanced whilst for the latter there is
no asymptotic enhancement and the translation from the microscale to the discrete description en-
tails evaluating singular limits, using a regularized and efficient scheme, of the Neumann’s Green’s
function for a cube. We conclude with an example of using our asymptotic framework to calculate
localized modes trapped within a defected box array.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of microstructured media in acoustic settings is undergoing a considerable
revival, with ideas originating from electromagnetism, photonic crystals and metamaterials
influencing structured acoustic devices. Fundamentally, these advancements rely on incor-
porating resonances to effectively control wave propagation, localisation and attenuation.
Building on a rich history of using acoustic resonators to influence sound propagation (e.g.,
in the context of filters [30], bubbly liquids [5] and sound transmission [11]), the field of
metamaterials has inspired numerous novel applications [9, 10], including ultrathin metasur-
face acoustic absorbers for sound insulation [4, 17], media with negative effective properties
[12, 21, 23], soda-can metamaterials [22] demonstrating sub-wavelength lensing, and fishnet
acoustic metamaterials for broadband tuneable sound absorption [6, 25].
A common feature of metamaterial designs, that has been particularly influential, is that
of using locally resonant elements whose dimensions are small compared to the operating
wavelength. The capability to move to such subwavelength regimes distinguishes acoustic
metamaterials from phononic crystals [20], that rely on Bragg scattering and interference
to achieve their performance. The most common subwavelength resonator used to realise
phononic metamaterials is the Helmholtz resonator, namely a hollow vessel with a small
opening [29]. The Helmholtz resonator acts like a mass-spring system: the slug of fluid
moving in the small opening acts as the mass, while the compressible fluid within the vessel
generates a restoring force providing the spring action. In the limit where the hole size is
small compared to the dimensions of the vessel, classical scaling arguments show that the
resonant frequency lies in the subwavelength regime, scaling as ω = c
√
S/(LV ), where c is
the speed of sound, S is the neck area, L is a characteristic neck length and V is the volume
of the vessel.
Phononic metamaterials are usually formed by arrays of physically separated subwave-
length resonators, any interaction between the resonators being mediated by an acoustically
transparent background and often regarded as a nuisance. In this form, the metamaterial
inherits its properties from its unit-cell element, typically in narrow frequency bands about
resonant frequencies [12, 13].
Rather than considering such arrays of isolated resonators, one can envisage arrays of
subwavelength resonators that are directly coupled. In a recent Letter [33], we studied wave
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phenomena in such media in two dimensions, specifically doubly periodic arrays of closely
spaced rigid cylinders. We showed that, in the limit where the cylinders nearly touch, the
voids of the structure, and the narrow necks connecting them, effectively form a network of
interconnected Helmholtz resonators. Building on the classical lumped model of an isolated
Helmholtz resonator, we developed discrete wave equations connecting the void pressures.
Notably, the rapid pressure variations in the necks were resolved systematically, yielding
an entirely analytical framework where the lumped parameters appear in closed form. The
model reveals that the acoustic branch is uniformly squeezed into a subwavelength regime
lying below a wide band gap. As a consequence, the crystal exhibits nonlinear dispersion
in a relatively wide subwavelength regime, excluding the long-wavelength limit (i.e., well
below cut-off) where it is characterized by a high effective index. Our asymptotic approach
was shown to be in good agreement with finite-element simulations, and extremely versatile,
allowing us to model and easily tune arbitrary lattice and inclusion geometries.
In this paper we consider what may be the simplest three-dimensional example of a
phononic metamaterial formed of interconnected Helmholtz resonators [27]: phononic box
crystals, namely arrays of adjoined perforated boxes, say cubic boxes forming either triply
periodic crystals, doubly periodic slabs or periodic waveguide arrays (see Fig. 1). Each
constituent box has side length 2a and every face can be perforated at its center by a
(d)
(a)
(b)
(c)
2a
2ǫa
FIG. 1. A schematic showing (a) the unit box that forms the essential building block for the
phononic box crystals in (b) as a waveguide, (c) as a slab array and (d) as a three-dimensional
array.
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circular hole of radius ǫa; the walls are assumed infinitesimally thin in the mathematical
analysis. Evidently, each perforated box is a Helmholtz resonator with effective dimensions
L = O(ǫa), S = O(ǫ2a2) and V = O(a3), suggesting a cut-off frequency ωa/c = O(ǫ1/2);
phononic box crystals can therefore be tuned, using the hole radii, to be subwavelength. In
contrast, with this O(ǫ1/2) scaling, the cut off frequency for arrays of closely spaced cylinders
[33] scales as O(ǫ1/4), wherein ǫ is the width of the parabolic gaps relative to the pitch.
Our aim here is to asymptotically study phononic box crystals in the small hole limit
ǫ ≪ 1, with the frequency assumed to be in the resonant regime ωa/c = O(ǫ1/2). In
doing so, we shall advance the theory presented in [33] in two directions. First, by going
to three dimensions, where asymptotic modelling becomes essential owing to the immense
computational challenge of accurately resolving large structures involving many hundreds or
thousands of unit cells, each featuring several small holes. In particular, tractable network
models as developed in [33] enable rapid insight. We accordingly wish to show that analogous
models hold also for phononic box crystals and to derive these systematically using matched
asymptotic expansions [15]. Second, we shall go beyond extracting dispersion relations, and
the Bloch eigenvalue problem, to consider forced problems where the sound field is induced by
sources within the crystal. These sources clearly break the periodicity of the problem, which
accordingly can no longer be reduced to a single unit cell using Bloch–Floquet theory. As
we shall see, the asymptotic translation of a physical source on the microscale to equivalent
forcing terms in the network approximation is subtle and depends crucially on the character
of the applied forcing.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: We begin in §II by formulating the homo-
geneous (Bloch-eigenvalue) and forced problems. Then in §III we analyze the homogeneous
problem using matched asymptotic expansions, deriving network equations and dispersion
relations describing the entire acoustic branch, which we compare with finite-element simu-
lations. We next analyze the forced problem in §IV and present example calculations of box
slabs excited by monopole and dipole point sources at special frequencies extracted from
the dispersion relations. In §V we demonstrate the application of our approach to local-
ized modes in phononic box arrays. We conclude in §VI with a discussion of our results,
generalisations to related geometries and other future directions.
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II. FORMULATION
A. Geometry
We consider phononic crystals formed of thin-walled perforated boxes arranged on a
discrete lattice (see Fig. 1). The pitch of the lattice is 2a and the holes in the perforated
faces are circles of radius ǫa. It is convenient to adopt a dimensionless convention where
lengths are normalized by a. In particular, let x be a normalized position vector measured
from the center of an arbitrarily chosen zeroth box. The positions of the box centers are
xc(~n) = 2~n, ~n = n1eˆ1 + n2eˆ2 + n3eˆ3, (1)
where (n1, n2, n3) ∈ Z3 and (eˆ1, eˆ2, eˆ3) is a right-handed orthogonal basis; note that we use
an arrow notation to denote discrete vectors. The corresponding positions of the hole centers
are
xh(~n, ~m) = xc(~n) + ~m, (2)
where ~m = ±eˆj and j = 1, 2 or 3.
The above notation describes the fully three-dimensional arrangement of boxes shown in
Fig. 1(d). We also consider two variants of the phononic box crystal. The first is a quasi-
two-dimensional slab of doubly periodic connected boxes, as shown in Fig. 1(c); in this case
n3 = 0 for all boxes, and j = 1 or 2, since the top and bottom surfaces do not contain holes.
The second is a quasi-one-dimensional array of connected boxes, as shown in Fig. 1(b); here
n2 = n3 = 0 for all boxes and j = 1 for all holes. Note that the total number of holes for a
single box is twice the dimension d of the array.
It is also convenient to introduce notation for domains and boundaries. Let the overall
fluid domain be B with boundary ∂B, let B(~n) be the cubic domain of box ~n with boundary
∂B(~n) (approached from inside that box); the dimensionless box volume, V, is V = 8 for
the cubic boxes we consider but we leave V in formulae to allow for ease of generalisation.
B. Acoustic model
We consider fixed angular frequency, ω, excitation or modes with harmonic time depen-
dence exp(−iωt) assumed understood and henceforth suppressed. We neglect viscous and
thermal losses and assume that the box walls are perfectly rigid. The natural quantity to
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use is the velocity potential, ϕ′, that is related to the physical pressure via p = iρωϕ′, where
ρ is the density of the fluid. In what follows we consider ϕ, the potential ϕ′ normalised by
some reference value. The scaled potential satisfies the forced Helmholtz equation
∇2
x
ϕ+ ǫΩ2ϕ = f(x), x ∈ B (3)
and the Neumann boundary condition
nˆ · ∇xϕ = 0, x ∈ ∂B, (4)
where nˆ is the normal vector pointing into the fluid. In (3), f(x) is a possible forcing term
and Ω is a normalised frequency defined via
aω
c
= ǫ1/2Ω. (5)
Our interest is in the limit of small holes ǫ → 0 with Ω = O(1), i.e., subwavelength
frequencies on the order of the resonant frequency of an isolated box. We shall explore this
asymptotic limit in the following two cases:
C. Bloch eigenvalue problem
The Bloch eigenstates provide the fundamental modes of the periodic system and thereby
encapsulate a lot of information about its behaviour. These eigenstates satisfy Eqs. (3) and
(4) with the forcing set to zero, f(x) ≡ 0, in conjunction with Floquet–Bloch periodicity,
ϕ(x) = φ(x) exp(iκ · x), φ(x+ 2~n) = φ(x), (6)
where κ is the Bloch wavevector. The goal is to obtain the eigenfunctions ϕ, up to an
arbitrary multiplicative constant, together with the dispersion relation Ω(κ) relating the
frequency to the Bloch wavevector. Using (6), it is possible to formulate the eigenvalue
problem over a single unit cell, though this will not be necessary here.
D. Forced problem
Identifying the dispersion curves is just a single, all be it important, aspect of modelling
crystal media. Equally important is the accurate simulation of forced problems. Without
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loss of generality, we shall assume that the forcing, f , vanishes outside the zeroth box B(~0).
In this scenario, a radiation condition is imposed, ensuring outward propagating solutions.
Inside the periodic crystal this means that, at large distances from the zeroth box, the
solution is composed only of Bloch waves that are outward propagating.
III. DISCRETE LATTICE MODEL
A. Outer regions
We begin with the non-forced case, where f(x) ≡ 0. Consider first the outer limit, ǫ→ 0
with x fixed, whereby the holes shrink to the points xh. Since eigenstates are determined
up to a multiplicative constant, we may assume without loss of generality that the outer
potential is O(1). In each box ~n we expand the outer potential separately,
ϕ(~n)(x) ∼ ϕ(~n)0 (x) + ǫϕ(~n)1 (x) + · · · , x ∈ B(~n). (7)
At leading order, (3) gives Laplace’s equation in each box,
∇2
x
ϕ
(~n)
0 = 0, x ∈ B(~n), (8)
whereas (4) gives the Neumann conditions
nˆ · ∇xϕ
(~n)
0 = 0, x ∈ ∂B(~n)/xh(~n, ~m) (9)
on the box faces, possibly excluding the points xh. In principle, the behaviour at those
points should be determined by matching to the inner regions. In particular, the outer
potentials may be singular at the points xh, which are excluded from the outer domain. At
the present order, however, any such singularity would imply inner potentials that are large
in magnitude compared with the outer potentials. This, in turn, implies attenuating inner
solutions which, as will become evident, is a contradiction. Thus the Neumann conditions
(9) in fact apply uniformly over ∂B(~n). The form of the outer solution is accordingly
ϕ
(~n)
0 (x) = u
(~n), x ∈ B(~n), (10)
where the u(~n) are constants.
Next, the O(ǫ) balance of (3) gives a Poisson equation in each box
∇2
x
ϕ
(~n)
1 = −Ω2u(~n), x ∈ B(~n), (11)
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whereas from (4) we again have the Neumann conditions
nˆ · ∇xϕ
(~n)
1 = 0, x ∈ ∂B(~n)/xh(~n, ~m), (12)
which as before do not necessarily apply at the points xh. Integration of (11) over B(~n),
followed by application of the divergence theorem, yields∮
∂B(~n)
nˆ · ∇xϕ
(~n)
1 d
2x = −VΩ2u(~n), (13)
where the normal nˆ points away from B(~n). To make sense of the left hand side of (13),
recall from our earlier conclusion that the inner potentials are at most O(1). If the scale of
the inner region is ǫ, it follows that the singularity of ϕ
(~n)
1 as x → xh cannot be stronger
than a monopole. As a consequence, the limits
q(~n,~m) = −2π lim
r→0
(
r2
∂ϕ
(~n)
1
∂r
)
, r = |x− xh(~n, ~m)|, (14)
exist and q(~n,~m) has a natural interpretation as the leading O(ǫ) flux out of box ~n, through
the hole centered at xh(~n, ~m). Thus (13), together with (12) and (14), yields the connection
between the fluxes in, and out, of any given box through its holes, and the uniform potential
in that box, ∑
~m
q(~n,~m) = −VΩ2u(~n). (15)
As it stands, the fluxes and potentials are coupled through (15) but remain undetermined.
We require a second relation, between the flux through a hole and the potentials in the
adjacent boxes, and that is obtained by turning to an inner problem considering the precise
details of the flow in the neighbourhood of that hole.
B. Inner regions
Consider next the region localized about the hole centered at xh(~n, ~m). The corresponding
inner limit is defined as ǫ→ 0 with the stretched position vector X, with
ǫX = x− xh(~n, ~m), (16)
fixed. We denote the potential in this inner region as ϕ(x) = Φ(X). The geometry of the
inner problem consists of a plane boundary X · ~m = 0, perforated by a single circular hole
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of radius unity and centered at X = 0. This boundary is labeled ∂W and the unbounded
fluid domain surrounding it W .
Under the above inner scaling, the unforced governing equation (3) becomes
∇2
X
Φ + ǫ3Ω2Φ = 0, X ∈ W, (17)
where ∇X = ǫ∇x is the gradient operator whose Cartesian components are the partial
derivative operators with respect to the corresponding components of X. Similarly, the
Neumann condition (4) reads as
nˆ · ∇XΦ = 0, X ∈ ∂W. (18)
The inner potential is also required to asymptotically match with the outer potentials on
both sides of the holes, i.e., in the far-field limits X · ~m→ ±∞.
The outer solution suggests the expansion
Φ(X) ∼ Φ0(X) + ǫΦ1(X) + · · · . (19)
At leading order (17) reduces to Laplace’s equation
∇2
X
Φ0 = 0, X ∈ W, (20)
while (4) gives the Neumann condition
nˆ ·∇XΦ0 = 0, X ∈ ∂W. (21)
Turning to the matching, we consider the inner limit of the outer expansion and deduce that
on one side of the hole
Φ0 ∼ u(~n+~m) − q
(~n,~m)
2π|X| + o
(
1
|X|
)
as X · ~m→∞, (22)
whereas on the other side
Φ0 ∼ u(~n) + q
(~n,~m)
2π|X| + o
(
1
|X|
)
as X · ~m→ −∞. (23)
The solution to the inner problem (20)–(23) was known to Lord Rayleigh [29], see also
[16, 31] for more modern treatments. The key point is that, for given flux, the problem is
fully determined up to a single additive constant, hence the two uniform potentials either
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side of the hole, u(~n+~m) and u(~n), are not independent. The flux, q(~n,~m), is found from the
solution to be proportional to their difference
q(~n,~m) = β
(
u(~n+~m) − u(~n)) , (24)
where, for the circular hole we have chosen the constant of proportionality, β = 2; other
aperture geometries, including the possibility of a wall thickness commensurate with the
hole radius, yield a similar result only with different values for β [16, 31].
C. Asymptotic discrete model and dispersion relation
Combining (24) with (15), we arrive at the discrete wave equation
∑
~m
u(~n+~m) +
(V
β
Ω2 − 2d
)
u(~n) = 0, (25)
where, for each box ~n, the sum is taken over the vectors ~m associated with that box and 2d
is the number of holes in each box. Thus far we have not enforced Bloch–Floquet conditions,
and (25) remains a general model of unforced phononic box crystals. We now specialise to
Bloch waves, in which case (6) implies the ansatz
u(~n) = const.× exp(iκ · x(~n)). (26)
For the triply periodic phononic box crystal (d = 3), substituting (26) into (25) yields the
dispersion relation
Ω2 =
2β
V [3− cos(2κx)− cos(2κy)− cos(2κz)] . (27)
The dispersion relations for quasi-2D (d = 2) and quasi-1D (d = 1) phononic box arrays are
obtained simply by setting the corresponding components of the Bloch wavevector to zero.
In Fig. 2 we show, for a relatively large value of ǫ = 0.1, the dispersion for both the
lattice model (27) and, for comparison, finite element computations [7]. Recalling that our
discrete asymptotic model was developed for ǫ ≪ 1, the agreement is pleasing. The inset
to Fig. 2 shows the irreducible Brillouin zone [3] and, as is conventional in the physics
literature, we plot the dispersion curves going around the edges of this zone connecting the
high symmetry points. Note that the curves for the quasi-2D and quasi-1D cases are subsets
of these curves. It is clear that both qualitative and quantitative details are captured by
10
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FIG. 2. Dispersion curves for hole radius ǫ = 10−1 showing both finite element (symbols) and
asymptotic (solid line) results. In the finite element simulations the wall thickness is finite, but
small compared to both the pitch and the hole radius. The curves for the quasi-1D and quasi-2D
arrangements are a subset of the full 3D ones. The inset shows the irreducible Brillouin zone.
the asymptotic method and therefore features of physical interest such as frequencies where
dynamic anisotropy is observed, or the effective refractive index in the long-wavelength limit,
can be extracted.
D. Effective index
Recalling the scaling (5), the dispersion relation (25) predicts nonlinear dispersion in a
wide subwavelength regime, where the wavelength in free space is O(ǫ−1/2) compared to the
box dimensions. At the lower end of this subwavelength regime, i.e., for Ω≪ 1, it is evident
from (25), and from the example shown in Fig. 2, that the dispersion becomes linear. In
that limit, the dispersion is simply captured by an effective index of refraction, which is
readily extracted from the small κ limit of (25), Ω2 ∼ (4β/V)|κ|2. Together with (5) we
obtain the large effective index
neff ∼
( V
4ǫβ
)1/2
= ǫ−1/2 (Ω≪ 1). (28)
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IV. WAVES INDUCED BY A DISTRIBUTION OF SOURCES
When using the asymptotic approach to generate the solutions induced by sources, it is
particularly important to note that the form of the source can lead to differences in the
asymptotic scaling of the solution. It is tempting to simply introduce a source-like term
directly into the discrete network model (25), but the form of such a term needs to be
derived so one can go precisely from the continuum level to the discrete system.
A. Monopole point source
We begin by considering the problem where the forcing consists of a monopole point
source, i.e., f(x) = δ(x− xs), assuming that xs ∈ B(~0) excluding the O(ǫ) vicinities of the
holes.
In free space, i.e., in the absence of any walls, the above forcing would obviously yield
an O(1) response (namely the free-space Green’s function). Let us begin by showing that
naively assuming the same scaling for the phononic box crystal leads to a contradiction.
Indeed, posing an outer expansion in the form (7), we find at leading order the Poisson
equation
∇2
x
ϕ
(~n)
0 (x,xs) = δ(x− xs), x ∈ B(~n), (29)
instead of Laplace’s equation (8). Clearly the delta forcing is incompatible with the Neumann
condition (9), which for the same reasons as in §§IIIA would appear to hold over the entire
boundary ∂B(~0). The escape from this conundrum is to recognise that the expansion (7) is
incorrect and O(ǫ−1) potentials are needed in order to accommodate the O(1) flux generated
by the delta forcing.
In light of the above, we pose the modified outer expansion
ϕ(~n)(x) ∼ ǫ−1ϕ(~n)−1 (x) + ϕ(~n)0 (x) + · · · , x ∈ B(~n). (30)
A leading-order analysis, similar to before, shows that
ϕ
(~n)
−1(x) = v
(~n), x ∈ B(~n) (31)
where the v(~n) are constants. At the next order, we obtain
∇2
x
ϕ
(~n)
0 = −Ω2v(~n) + δ(x− xs), x ∈ B(~n), (32)
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FIG. 3. The enhanced field v(~n) generated by a monopole source for a quasi-2D slab of boxes with
the forcing in the zeroth box. Panels (a) and (b) show the real part of the potential for frequencies
Ω = 1.4107 and 0.995, respectively.
together with the Neumann conditions
nˆ · ∇xϕ
(~n)
0 = 0, x ∈ ∂B(~n)/xh(~n, ~m). (33)
For all but the zeroth box, the Poisson equation (32) reduces to (11) (except for the ordering
offset) and the network equations are simply obtained from the non-forced network (25) by
substituting u(~n) with the enhanced field v(~n). As for the zeroth box, the analysis proceeds
similarly to the non-forced case, only that when integrating (32) over B(~0) the Dirac delta
forcing produces an extra inhomogeneous constant term of unit value. We accordingly arrive
at the following forced network model:
∑
~m
v(~n+~m) +
(V
β
Ω2 − 2d
)
v(~n) =
1
β
δ~n,~0, (34)
where here δ is the Kronecker delta function.
The discrete lattice model (34) is easily solved numerically, allowing one to simulate large-
scale box crystals that would be computationally demanding to simulate otherwise. In Fig. 3
we show illustrative simulations in the case of a quasi-2D slab of boxes, performed using
the methodology from [32]. These examples demonstrate the strongly frequency-dependent
nature of the fields; referring back to Fig. 2, we choose frequencies close to the high-symmetry
points X and M and observe that the monopole forcing can have either a highly isotropic
response, Fig. 3(a), or highly directional anisotropy, Fig. 3(b).
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B. General source distribution
An interesting feature of the above leading-order solution is its independence upon the
precise position xs of the monopole source. This point is very useful for, say, an arbitrary
distribution of sources in the zeroth box, in which case superposition readily gives
ϕ(x) ∼ ǫ−1Fv(~n) +O(1), x ∈ B(~n) (35)
where F is the total monopole strength of the forcing, i.e., the integral of the source distri-
bution f(x) over the zeroth box. Thus, in particular, the O(1/ǫ) field enhancement remains
valid for an arbitrary distribution of sources provided that F 6= 0.
If, however, F = 0, the enhanced field vanishes and (35) fails to provide the leading-order
excitation. There are two ways to address this special case. The first is to continue the anal-
ysis in the case of a monopole point source to one higher order and again use superposition.
This would give not only the leading-order approximation for a source distribution with
F = 0, but also an improved two-term approximation in the case where F 6= 0. An alterna-
tive, more efficient and illuminating approach, is to consider the case F = 0 independently.
Accordingly, in what follows we develop the leading-order approximation for the excitation
due to a single dipole point source, whose orientation and position in the zeroth box are
arbitrary. From this problem, the general case of an arbitrary continuous distribution of
dipoles can again be found by superposition although for brevity we omit the details herein.
C. Dipole point source
Thus consider the forcing f(x) = kˆ ·∇δ(x−xs), where kˆ is a unit vector and as before xs
is within the zeroth box, not too close to the holes. For a dipole forcing the incompatibility
encountered in §§IIIA when assuming an O(1) field does not arise and, thus, in accordance
with the remarks made in §§IVB, there is no asymptotic enhancement of the field in the
case of a dipole source.
We accordingly expand the outer potential in box ~n as
ϕ(~n)(x; kˆ) ∼ ϕ(~n)0 (x; kˆ) + ǫϕ(~n)1 (x; kˆ) + · · · , x ∈ B(~n). (36)
At leading order we find the Poisson equations
∇2
x
ϕ
(~n)
0 = kˆ · ∇xδ(x− xs), x ∈ B(~n) (37)
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and Neumann boundary conditions
nˆ · ∇xϕ
(~n)
0 = 0, x ∈ ∂B(~n), (38)
where the latter hold over the entire boundaries ∂B(~n), without need for singularities at
this order. For all but the zeroth box, we find as usual that
ϕ
(~n)
0 = u
(~n), x ∈ B(~n)/B(~0), (39)
where the constants u(~n) remain to be determined.
Consider now the zeroth box, where the forcing term in (37) clearly generates a non-
uniform leading-order potential. To develop the solution we introduce a Neumann Green’s
function G(x,x′) for the zeroth box, solving
∇2
x
G = −δ(x− x′) + 1V , x,x
′ ∈ B(~0), (40)
together with a Neumann boundary condition
nˆ · ∇xG = 0, x ∈ ∂B(~0). (41)
Note that only the gradient of the function G is uniquely determined. Applying Green’s
second identity to the pair G and ϕ
(~0)
0 , using the Poisson equations (37) and (40) and
the Neumann conditions (38) and (41), we find the following integral representation of the
potential in the zeroth box:
ϕ
(~0)
0 (x
′) = u(
~0) −
∫
B(~0)
G(x,x′)kˆ · ∇xδ(x− xs) d3x, (42)
where u(
~0) is defined as the average
u(
~0) =
1
V
∫
B(~0)
ϕ
(~0)
0 (x) d
3x. (43)
Noting that ∇xδ(x − xs) = −∇xsδ(x − xs), the operator kˆ · ∇xs can be taken out of the
integral, whereby the sifting property of the Dirac delta function yields
ϕ
(~0)
0 (x
′) = u(
~0) + kˆ · ∇xsG(xs,x
′). (44)
Thus the deviation of the potential in the zeroth box from its mean value, which remains to
be determined, is given explicitly in terms of the orientation kˆ and location xs of the dipole
15
FIG. 4. Dipolar forcing at frequency Ω = 0.995, for the quasi-2D slab of boxes with the dipole
in the zeroth box at xs = (0, 0, 0). The real part of the field is shown for four orientations: (a)
kˆ = (1/
√
2, 1/
√
2, 0), (b) kˆ = (−1/√2, 1/√2, 0) (c) kˆ = (1, 0, 0) and (d) kˆ = (0, 0, 1). This
frequency gives highly anisotropic responses and the direction of the dipole determines the energy
propagation direction. The pressure is uniform in each box except the zeroth where we show the
average.
source. This, of course, assumes that we can calculate the gradient of the Neumann Green’s
function, a matter which we shall return to shortly.
At the next order we have the Poisson equation
∇2
x
ϕ
(~n)
1 = −Ω2ϕ(~n)0 , x ∈ B(~n) (45)
subject to the Neumann conditions
nˆ · ∇xϕ
(~n)
1 = 0, x ∈ ∂B(~n)/xh(~n, ~m) (46)
and matching conditions at the singular points xh(~n, ~m). Integrating over the volume of the
~nth box again leads to (15), with q(~n,~m) defined just as in (14). Away from the zeroth box,
the canonical inner problems arise as in section IIIB and we again obtain (24). The zeroth
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box introduces some novelty, however, as the relevant potential affecting the flux through
any of its holes is not the mean u(
~0), but the limit value of ϕ
(~0)
0 as the position of that hole
is approached. Concretely, when considering matching with an inner region corresponding
to the hole of the zeroth box centered at x = ~m, the matching condition (23) becomes
Φ0 ∼ lim
x→~m
ϕ
(~0)
0 (x) +
q(
~0, ~m)
2π|X| + o
(
1
|X|
)
as X · ~m→ −∞. (47)
Defining
L
(~m)(xs) = lim
x′→~m
∇xsG(xs,x
′), (48)
the general solution (44) gives the limit in (47) as
lim
x→~m
ϕ
(~0)
0 (x) = u
(~0) + kˆ ·L(~m)(xs). (49)
Note that calculating the limits L(~m)(xs) entails taking the source position in the Neumann
Green’s function up to boundary points. In the appendix we develop a regularized and
efficient scheme to evaluate these limits. Once the L(~m)(xs) have been calculated, we follow
the derivation of (24) to obtain a generalized relation between flux and potential differences,
q(~n,~m) = β
(
u(~n+~m) − u(~n))+ βkˆ · (δ~n+~m,~0L(−~m)(xs)− δ~n,~0L(~m)(xs)) , (50)
which is written such that it holds for all boxes and holes. Together with (15), we thus find
the discrete system governing the excitation due to a dipole source,
∑
~m
u(~n+~m) +
(V
β
Ω2 − 2d
)
u(~n) = kˆ ·
∑
~m
[(
−δ~n+~m,~0L(−~m)(xs) + δ~n,~0L(~m)(xs)
)]
. (51)
The forcing terms in (51) are determined by the non-uniform deviation of the potential in
the zeroth box from its mean. As a consequence, and in contrast to the case of a monopole
source, the forcing terms depend on the source position (as well as orientation). Moreover,
the forcing terms affect not only the zeroth node of the network, but also the surrounding
ones.
In Fig. 4 we choose to illustrate the variation in the field for a single dipole placed at
the center of the zeroth box in the two-dimensional box slab of Fig. 1(c). Fig. 4(a-c) show
that orientating the dipole across the box or along its x axis can create distinctive dynamic
anisotropy whereas orientating the dipole vertically, Fig. 4(d), yields a very similar field to
that of the monopole, Fig. 3(b), but one order of magnitude lower than in the other panels
of Fig. 4.
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V. LOCALIZED MODES
As a final example of the utility and general nature of our asymptotic approach, let us
briefly consider the possibility of localized modes in defected box arrays, i.e., eigenmodes
localized in space and exponentially decaying in the far field, in a line array of connected
boxes with one or more boxes altered. In particular, consider the waveguide configuration
shown in Fig. 1(b), where now the volume of the zeroth box is decreased by insertion of
a cubical obstacle. In our asymptotic framework, such a defect simply enters Eq. (15) by
varying the volume of the zeroth box from V to V∗, say. In that way we readily obtain the
network model
β(un+1 − 2un + un−1) = −Ω2un


V n = 0
V∗ n 6= 0,
(52)
where un = u
(~n) with ~n = neˆ1.
The above discrete model is familiar from solid state physics and its eigensolutions are
-20 -10 0 10 20
0
(a)
(b)
x
u
(!n)
FIG. 5. Localized mode in a line waveguide configuration of boxes for holes of radii ǫ = 0.1 and
finite wall thickness H/a = 10−2 where the volume has decreased in the zeroth box. Numerical
simulations give the frequency in the bandgap as Ω ≈ 1.027 whereas the asymptotics yield Ω ≈
1.021. (a) shows the finite element simulation with the pressure virtually uniform in each box. (b)
compares the real part of the field along the centerline, blue stars from the difference equation and
solid lines from the simulation.
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found explicitly using Fourier series as in [2]. The results yield a single localized mode at an
isolated frequency in the bandgap; a typical result, in Fig. 5, shows the numerical simulation
from Comsol Multiphysics [7] versus the result from solving the difference equations (52).
In this example the volume of the zeroth box is reduced from V = 8 to V∗ = 6.4. The eigen-
frequency obtained from the difference equations is exactly Ω2 = 8(2µ − µ2)−1V−1, where
µ = V∗/V [2]; for the present example this yields Ω ≈ 1.021, in excellent agreement with
the result from the finite-element simulations, Ω ≈ 1.027. Fig. 5(b) is instructive showing
clearly the nearly constant pressure in each box, and the rapid variation across each hole,
together with the predictions of the network model.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Phononic box crystals constitute a family of non-standard metamaterials, in which
strongly coupled Helmholtz resonators act in concert to uniformly squeeze the acoustic
branch into a wide subwavelength regime. Using matched asymptotic expansions, we de-
velop discrete wave equations that accurately model such media in the limit where the holes
connecting the boxes are small and the frequency is in the above-mentioned resonant regime.
Of course, network equations are ubiquitous in many areas of physics and engineering, for
example in solid state physics [19]. We emphasize that the present ones were systemati-
cally derived starting from a continuum description, with the lumped parameters, obtained
in closed form, necessarily yielding characteristic frequencies in the subwavelength regime.
The physical interpretation of phononic box crystals in terms of their equivalent mass-spring
networks is mostly similar to the classical interpretation of an isolated Helmholtz resonator,
i.e., the fluid in the vicinity of each hole acts as a mass and each void acts as a spring. Here,
however, the motion of the mass represents fluid flow between two coupled resonators, while
the spring force is proportional to the sum of mass displacements, i.e., to the net fluid flux
through the box holes.
We have used the network equations to derive dispersion relations for Bloch waves prop-
agating in phononic box arrays, slabs and crystals, deducing and demonstrating various
properties such as dynamic anisotropy and a high effective index in the long-wavelength
limit. We also considered excitation of acoustic waves by sources placed within one of the
boxes, finding that there are two fundamentally different classes of forced problems. If the
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source distribution integrates to give a net monopole, then the pressure is enhanced by a
factor of O(ǫ−1); in that case, the pressure remains approximately uniform in the forced
box, just as in non-forced boxes, and the forcing simply enters the discrete wave equation
as a delta function. It is possible to explain this enhancement effect based on the smallness
of the forced box relative to the wavelength, as this implies that the pulsating volume of
fluid concomitant with the source distribution cannot be accommodated locally through
compression of the fluid; rather, that fluid must be expelled through the tiny holes. This, in
turn, necessitates large pressure differences between the boxes. The second class of forced
problems arises for dipolar source distributions, for which the net monopole of the source
distribution in the forced box vanishes. In this case, there is no asymptotic enhancement and
the field in the forced box has a complicated form. We showed, for forcing by a dipole point
source, that the appropriate forcing at the discrete level is determined by calculating certain
singular limits of the Neumann Green’s function for a cube. Using symmetry arguments and
asymptotic analysis, we developed a regularized and efficient scheme for calculating these
limits. We note that our introduction here of a modified, Neumann, Green’s function is
typical of analyzes where there are small defects on an otherwise perfect closed Neumann
surface, see for instance [8] for an application in diffusion.
Our analysis illustrates the power of using matched asymptotic expansions to model
resonant metamaterials and we conclude by mentioning several extensions specifically for
phononic box crystals. First, our asymptotic approach could be adapted to more general box
configurations, similarly to the way we considered arbitrary inclusion and lattice geometries
in the two-dimensional case [33]. Indeed, we have already demonstrated this, to some
extent, in the brief example given in §V of a localized mode, where the non-trivial geometry
of the defected box posed no special difficulty. It would be similarly straightforward to
consider complex networks composed of a variety of coupled resonators, not necessarily cubic,
arranged in some arbitrary ordered or even disordered manner. In particular, following [33],
one could conceive periodic arrangements with unit cells having more than one degree of
freedom (on the discrete level), say using multiple volumes or holes. In that case one expects
multiple subwavelength branches and thus more complicated dispersion with features such
as Dirac points. It would also be possible to incorporate into the model a non-zero wall
thickness (say, comparable with the hole dimension), as well as non-circular apertures, simply
by resolving, possibly numerically, the appropriate inner potential-flow problem governing
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the parameter β.
It would also be desirable to extend our asymptotic approach to hold under more real-
istic physical conditions. One obvious goal would be to rigorously incorporate viscous and
thermal losses on the discrete level, preferably starting from a first-principles description
[28]. Depending on the acoustic medium considered, as well as the scale of the box and the
holes, which together set the frequency regime of interest, losses may have a significant effect
especially owing to the smallness of the holes [34]. We finally propose to consider phononic
box crystals at higher frequencies than considered here. Finite-element simulations of the
Bloch eigenvalue problem reveal that above the subwavelength acoustic branch there is a
wide band gap, a feature which is highly desirable in many applications for vibration con-
trol, such as in seismic metamaterials [1, 24]. Often band-gaps are broadened by inserting
multiple isolated resonators, with nearby resonant frequencies [18], but here the effect is
obtained utilising the connection between them. Above the band gap, the wavelength is
commensurate with the cell size. In that regime, we anticipate that phononic box crystals
act more as traditional phononic crystals, however with wave propagation dominated by the
cavity resonances of the boxes, rather than multiple-scattering, and with the small gaps still
dominating the coupling between the boxes. This raises the question whether this intriguing
regime could also be analyzed using asymptotic techniques.
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Appendix A: Limit of Neumann Green’s function
The problem governing the Neumann Green’s function G(x,x′), where x,x′ ∈ B(~0), is
described in §§IVC [cf. (40) and (41)]. Our goal here is to derive a convenient scheme for
calculating the limit
lim
x′→~m
∇xG(x,x
′), (A1)
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where ~m = eˆl, with l = 1, 2 or 3; the position of the source limits to a point on the boundary
of the domain. Our approach is to introduce a small positive auxiliary parameter λ and to
consider the limit,
x′ = (1− λ)~m, λ→ 0. (A2)
Note that, for small finite λ, the closeness of the source to the boundary introduces a
small length scale relative to the box size. We accordingly treat this limit using matched
asymptotic expansions, where the outer limit coincides with the original one, namely λ→ 0
with x fixed, whereas the inner limit is λ→ 0 with the stretched coordinate
Y =
x− ~m
λ
(A3)
fixed. Note that if the limit of ∇xG(x,x
′) exists then necessarily G = O(1) in the outer
region, at least up to an immaterial constant, which without loss of generality we take to
be independent of λ. In contrast, in the inner region, which shrinks in size as λ → 0, the
gradient may very well be singular in λ.
Consider first the inner region, where Y = O(1). Writing G(x,x′) = g(Y ; ~m, λ), the
function g satisfies
∇2
Y
g = −λ−1δ(Y + ~m) + λ
2
V for ~m · Y < 0, (A4)
which follows from (40) and (A2), along with the Neumann condition
~m · ∇Y g = 0 at ~m · Y = 0, (A5)
which follows from (41), as well as matching conditions in the limit ~m · Y → −∞. Given
the scaling of the source in (A4), we pose the inner expansion
g(Y ; ~m, λ) ∼ λ−1g−1(Y ; ~m) + o(λ−1). (A6)
At leading order, (A4) and (A5) respectively give
∇
2
Y
g−1 = −δ(Y + ~m), Y · ~m < 0 (A7)
and
~m · ∇Y g−1 = 0 at Y · ~m = 0. (A8)
As for matching, the O(1) scaling of the Green’s functions in the outer region implies the
far-field condition
g−1 → 0, Y · ~m→ −∞. (A9)
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The solution of the leading-order inner problem (A7)–(A9) is readily obtained by the method
of images as
g−1(Y ; ~m) =
1
4π|Y + ~m| +
1
4π|Y − ~m| . (A10)
Consider now the outer region, where x = O(1). The formulation of the problem in
the outer region is the same as the original problem (40)–(41), except that the Neumann
condition (41) in general excludes the point ~m on the boundary, where matching with the
inner region holds instead. Note, in particular, that the Dirac delta forcing in (40) disappears
into the latter singular point. Thus, posing the expansion
G(x,x′) ∼ G0(x; ~m) + o(1), (A11)
at leading order we have
∇2
x
G0 =
1
V , x ∈ B(
~0), (A12)
with
nˆ · ∇xG0 = 0, x ∈ ∂B(~0)
/
~m, (A13)
as well as the matching condition
G0(x; ~m) ∼ 1
2π|x− ~m| as x→ ~m. (A14)
Note that the gradient of the outer Green’s function is precisely the quantity we set out to
calculate, i.e.,
lim
x′→~m
∇xG(x;x
′) =∇xG0(x; ~m). (A15)
This quantity is now evaluated by solving the boundary-value problem (A12)–(A14), which
is clearly independent of the auxiliary parameter λ and no longer involves any limiting
process or scale separation.
Practically, it is more convenient to consider the problem governing the even extension of
G0(x; ~m) about the face centered at x = ~m. The extended domain consists of the inclusion
of B(~0), B(~m), and the symmetry face; let’s denote this rectangular domain B2~m and its
boundary ∂B2~m. The evenly extended problem consists of the Poisson equation
∇2
x
G0 =
1
V − 2δ(x− ~m), x ∈ B
2
~m, (A16)
where note that V still denotes the volume of a single box rather than the volume of the
extended domain, together with the Neumann condition
nˆ · ∇xG0 = 0, x ∈ ∂B2~m. (A17)
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Clearly the solution to the above problem is even about the three symmetry planes of the
rectangular domain. This, together with the Neumann condition (A17), implies that the
solution can be extended periodically such that the singular points are at the vertices of the
rectangular lattice
x = ~m+ d(~q), d(~q) = 4q1bˆ1 + 2q2bˆ2 + 2q3bˆ3, (A18)
where {q1, q2, q3} ∈ Zn and
bˆ1 = ~m, bˆ2 = eˆmod(l+1,3), bˆ3 = eˆmod(l+2,3), (A19)
the latter three unit vectors forming a right-handed orthogonal basis. This periodicity
suggests writing the solution as the Fourier series
G0(x, ~m) =
∑
r
Are
i2πr·(x−~m), x ∈ B2~m, (A20)
where the sum is over the set of reciprocal lattice vectors
r(~q) =
q1
4
bˆ1 +
q2
2
bˆ2 +
q3
2
bˆ3. (A21)
Substituting the ansatz (A20) in the governing equation (A16) yields
Ar =
1
32π2|r|2 for r 6= 0, (A22)
whereas the coefficient A0 can be set to zero on account of the additive freedom of the
Neumann Green’s function. We thereby find the formal solution
G0(x; ~m) =
1
32π2
′∑
r
ei2πr·(x−~m)
|r|2 , (A23)
where the dash on the summation indicates that the term r = 0 is to be omitted. The
series (A23) is conditionally convergent. To meaningfully transform it into an absolutely
convergent series that can be efficiently computed and differentiated we use results developed
in [26]. Thus, noting that (A23) is a special case of Eq. [22] in [26], up to a multiplicative
constant and differences in notation, we find that
G0(x; ~m) =
1
32π2
′∑
r
Γ(1, π|r|2)
|r|2 e
i2πr·(x−~m) − 1
32π
+
V
16π3/2
∑
d
Γ(1/2, π|d− x+ ~m|2)
|d− x+ ~m| , (A24)
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where Γ(n, x) is the incomplete Gamma function. The requisite gradient (A15) can now be
obtained by term-by-term differentiation:
∇xG0(x; ~m) = 1
32π2
′∑
r
Γ(1, π|r|2)
|r|2 i2πre
i2πr·(x−~m)+ (A25)
V
16π
∑
d
d− x + ~m
|d− x+ ~m|2
[
2e−π|d−x+~m|
2
+
Γ(1/2, π|d− x+ ~m|2)√
π|d− x + ~m|
]
.
In this form, the first few terms suffice to achieve convergence. We have verified that the
results obtained using (A25) agree with finite elements simulations [14] of (A16)–(A17).
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